NACOGDOCHES COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
Daily Activity Log, with Law Narrative by Time Reported

S18002674 ANIMAL PROBLEM
Call Received By: CASTILLO E
Incident Address: 290 EUCALYPTUS AVE
CUSHING TX 75760
Responding Officers: RODRIGUEZ J, ROBBINS P
Disposition: ACT
Unit: 568 Time Reported: 07:14:28 Time Dispatched: 14:37:30
Time Arrived: Time Completed: 07:27:33

D18-00257 EXTRA PATROL REQUEST
Call Received By: MURRAY S
Incident Address: 803 THOUSAND OAKS APT
Responding Officers: MURRAY S
Disposition: CNO
Unit: Time Reported: 08:33:06 Time Dispatched: 
Time Arrived: Time Completed: 
Subject request extra patrol for his residence as he will be gone for a few days.

S18002675 WARRANT SERVICE
Call Received By: SHULL B
Incident Address: 803 THOUSAND OAKS APT
Responding Officers: JIMMERSON B
Disposition: CAA
Unit: 523 Time Reported: 08:58:24 Time Dispatched: 10:17:29
Time Arrived: 08:58:24 Time Completed: 
A DEPUTY WAS DISPATCHED TO THE 1500 BLOCK OF STARR AVE. IN REFERENCE TO A WARRANT SERVICE. DEPUTY MADE CONTACT WITH THE SUBJECT AND CONFIRMED THE Warrants THROUGH DISPATCH. AN ARREST WAS MADE.

S18002676 ASSIST COMPLAINANT
Call Received By: CASTILLO E
Incident Address: PLEASANT HILL-CENTRAL HEIGHTS
Responding Officers: MOBLEY R E
Disposition: CNO
Unit: 518 Time Reported: 11:10:59 Time Dispatched: 11:15:40
Time Arrived: 11:44:17 Time Completed: 11:45:35

S18002677 WELFARE CHECK/WELFARE CONCERN
Call Received By: CASTILLO E
Incident Address: 5000 FM 2782
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Responding Officers: STROUD S, BARRETT P
Disposition: CNO
Unit: 524 Time Reported: 11:12:11 Time Dispatched: 11:19:10
Time Arrived: 11:40:08 Time Completed: 11:40:09
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S18002679 Abandoned Vehicle

Call Received By: SHULL B
Incident Address: 2400 STATE HIGHWAY 7 E
NACOGDOCHES TX 75961
Responding Officers: MOBLEY R E
Disposition: CNO

DEPUTY WAS ON PATROL AND OBSERVED AN ABANDONED VEHICLE IN THE 2600 BLOCK OF HWY 7 EAST. THE VEHICLE HAD BEEN PREVIOUSLY TAGGED BY THE SHERIFF'S OFFICE AS ABANDONED AND WAS TOWED WITHOUT INCIDENT.

S18002680 ASSIST COMPLAINANT

Call Received By: CASTILLO E
Incident Address: 170 EVERETTS LN
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Responding Officers: STROUD S
Disposition: CNO

15:36:01 04/05/2018 - STROUD S
ON 4/5/18 AT APPROX 1322 HRS A DEPUTY WAS DISPATCHED TO CALL A COMPLAINANT IN REFERENCE TO AN ASSIST COMPLAINANT CALL. DEPUTY CALLED COMPLAINANT LEAVING A VOICEMAIL. COMPLAINANT HAS NOT CALLED BACK YET. EOR

A18-00296 FIRE ASSIST

Call Received By: CASTILLO E
Incident Address: 11433 US HIGHWAY 259
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Responding Officers: SOWELL W, SMITH G
Disposition: CNO

08:36:35 04/06/2018 - SOWELL W
On 04-05-2018 Constable W. Sowell #801 responded to a reported fire in the 11000 block of Hwy 259. Upon arrival this officer learned that a small wooden structure inside a chicken pen had burned. This officer made contact with the homeowner, James Daniel Johnson, who wasn't home at the time. It was determined that a heat lamp had over heated inside the structure and caused a fire. The fire was contained to the wooden structure.

D18-00253 RECKLESS DRIVER

Call Received By: SHULL B
Incident Address: 10000 US HIGHWAY 59 S
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Responding Officers: MURRAY S
A18-00297 Abandoned Vehicle

Call Received By: SHULL B
Incident Address: 15000 US HIGHWAY 259
NACOGDOCHES TX 75965
Responding Officers: SMITH G
Disposition: CNO

Unit: 811
Time Reported: 14:06:22
Time Dispatched: 14:06:22
Time Arrived: 14:06:22
Time Completed: 14:51:04

ON 04/05/18 THIS OFFICER DEPUTY CONSTABLE G. SMITH #811 PCT. 1 HAD A SILVER 2004 FORD 4 DOOR TAURUS SES VEHICLE VIN IFAFP55URIAI27746 REMOVED FROM THE RIGHT-AWAY NEAR THE 15000 BLOCK ON U.S. HWY 259 NORTH ON 04/05/18.

S18002681 PROTECTIVE ORDER

Call Received By: CASTILLO E
Incident Address: 394 BOX LN
CHIRENO TX 75937
Responding Officers: CASTILLO E, BRIDGES J
Disposition: ACT

Unit: 501
Time Reported: 14:19:29
Time Dispatched: 14:20:22
Time Arrived: 14:24:03
Time Completed: 14:24:03

Unit: P1315
Time Reported: 14:19:29
Time Dispatched: 14:20:22
Time Arrived: 14:24:03
Time Completed: 14:24:03

A18-00298 WARRANT SERVICE

Call Received By: SOWELL W
Incident Address:
Responding Officers: SOWELL W
Disposition: CAA

Unit: 523
Time Reported: 14:22:38
Time Dispatched: 14:22:38
Time Arrived: 17:16:46
Time Completed: 17:16:46

On 04-05-2018 Constable W. Sowell #801 served warrant #'s T55070, T54482 and T54483 on a Cedric Jerome MClelland (09-03-2018) at 2306 Douglass Rd.

S18002684 WARRANT SERVICE

Call Received By: SHULL B
Incident Address: 1415 FM 95 N
NACOGDOCHES TX 75961
Responding Officers: JIMMERMERSON B
Disposition: CAA

Unit: 523
Time Reported: 15:25:02
Time Dispatched: 15:25:02
Time Arrived: 15:25:02
Time Completed: 17:16:46

A DEPUTY WAS DISPATCHED TO F.M. 95 NORTH IN REFERENCE TO A WARRANT SERVICE. DEPUTY MADE CONTACT WITH THE SUBJECT AND CONFIRMED THE WARRANT THROUGH DISPATCH. DEPUTY PLACED THE SUBJECT INTO CUSTODY ON THE WARRANT AND TRANSPORTED THE SUBJECT TO THE COUNTY JAIL.

S18002682 WARRANT SERVICE

Call Received By: ISLAS A
Incident Address: 2306 DOUGLASS RD
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Responding Officers: ISLAS A
ON 04/05/2018 NCSO DEPUTY TRANSPORTED A SUBJECT FROM ANGELINA COUNTY JAIL TO THE NACOGDOCHES COUNTY JAIL ON AN ACTIVE FELONY WARRANT. UPON ARRIVAL THE SUBJECT WAS RELEASED TO JAIL STAFF WITHOUT INCIDENT. EOR

H18000218 WARRANT SERVICE

Call Received By: SHULL B
Incident Address: STATE HIGHWAY 7 W & COUNTY ROAD 615
NACOGDOCHES TX 75961
Responding Officers: WILLIAMSON J


S18002683 ANIMAL PROBLEM

Call Received By: SHULL B
Incident Address: 9112 STATE HIGHWAY 7 W # 1; 1
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Responding Officers: STROUD S


Thu Apr 05 17:26:22 CDT 2018 SS

ON 4/5/18 AT APPROX 1550 HRS A DEPUTY WAS DISPATCHED TO 9112 HWY 7 W IN REFERENCE TO AN ANIMAL COMPLAINT. COMPLAINANT ADVISED HER DOG HAS GONE MISSING. DEPUTY SPOKE TO ALL SURROUNDING NEIGHBORS ON THE PROPERTY. ONE NEIGHBOR ADVISED HE SAW THE DOG THIS MORNING OUT PLAYING BY THE HIGHWAY. NO ONE ELSE HAD SEEN IT AFTER THAT. EOR

D18-00254 AGENCY ASSIST

Call Received By: SHULL B
Incident Address: STATE HIGHWAY 21 E & FM 95 N
CHIRENO TX 75937
Responding Officers: MURRAY S


S18002685 WARRANT SERVICE

Call Received By: SHULL B
Incident Address: 2300 N STALLINGS
Responding Officers: MOBLEY R E, BARRETT P


DEPUTY MADE CONTACT WITH TWO SUBJECTS IN THE 2300 BLOCK OF NORTH STALLINGS. THE
SUBJECTS WERE FOUND TO HAVE WARRANTS OF ARREST AND THEY WERE TAKEN INTO CUSTODY WITHOUT INCIDENT AND TRANSPORTED TO THE JAIL FOR PROCESSING.

D18-00255 BURGLARY

Call Received By: CASTILLO E
Incident Address: 345 LAKE CREST DR
ETOILE TX 75944
Responding Officers: MURRAY J
Disposition: ACT


ON 45/18 AT APPROX 16:27 HOURS, PCT 4 CONSTABLES DEPT WAS DISPATCHED TO THE 300 BLK OF LKE CREST DR IN ETOILE REGARDING BURGLARY OF A BUILDING CALL. UPON ARRIVAL, CONTACT WAS MADE WITH COMPLAINANT WHO ADVISED UNKNOWN SUBJECT(S) ENTERED THEIR STORAGE SHED AND STOLE THEIR GENERATOR. PENDING INVESTIGATION. EOR

S18002686 THREATENING

Call Received By: SHULL B
Incident Address: 405 COUNTY ROAD 525
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Responding Officers: BARRETT P
Disposition: CNO

Time Reported: 16:27:54 Time Dispatched: 16:49:00
Time Arrived: Time Completed: 17:30:55

S18002688 THEFT

Call Received By: SHULL B
Incident Address: 277 COUNTY ROAD 341
NACOGDOCHES TX 75961
Responding Officers: WRIGHT R, RUDISILL F, BALL W
Disposition: INA

Time Arrived: Time Completed: 18:58:05

DESCRIPTION OF OFFENSE:

DEPUTIES WERE DISPATCHED TO A THEFT CALL IN THE 200 BLOCK OF CR 341. THE COMPLAINANT ADVISED THAT HIS BROTHER STOLE SOME OF HIS PROPERTY. THE SUSPECT WAS CONTACTED AND A REPORT WAS TAKEN.

S18002687 Child Custody

Call Received By: WEATHERLY J K
Incident Address: 2306 DOUGLASS RD; NCSO
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Responding Officers: BALL W
Disposition: CNO

Time Arrived: Time Completed: 18:17:02

DESCRIPTION OF OFFENSE:

DEPUTIES WERE DISPATCHED TO THE NCSO LOBBY IN REFERENCE TO A CHILD CUSTODY PROBLEM. THE COMPLAINANT ADVISED THAT HIS CHILD'S MOTHER DID NOT BRING THE CHILD TO HIM AT THE SET TIME. A CASE WAS GENERATED. DEPUTIES RETURNED TO SERVICE.
S18002689 THEFT

Call Received By: MENDOZA K
Incident Address: 738 COUNTY ROAD 146
NACOGDOCHES TX 75965
Responding Officers: REYNA M
Disposition: INA

Time Arrived: 19:05:23 Time Completed: 19:05:38

NCSO Narrative- Reyna # 527

On 04/05/2018, NCSO Deputies responded to the 700 BLK of CR 146 in reference to a theft call. Upon arrival, Deputies made contact with the caller, who advised an unknown person removed some property from his carport. Deputies took report of the incident. EOR

S18002690 RECKLESS DRIVER

Call Received By: CURBOW M
Incident Address: 9000 US HIGHWAY 59 S
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Responding Officers: WRIGHT R
Disposition: CNO

Unit: 530 Time Reported: 18:30:49 Time Dispatched: 18:34:20

Investigation Narrative

Date, Time, Reporting Officer:

ON 4-5-18 AT APPROXIMATELY 1830 HRS, THIS DEPUTY WAS DISPATCHED TO US HWY 59 SOUTH IN REFERENCE TO A RECKLESS DRIVER. THIS DEPUTY LOCATED THE VEHICLE AND FOUND THE DRIVER TO NOT BE IMPAIRED. EOR

S18002691 HARASSMENT

Call Received By: CURBOW M
Incident Address: 890 COUNTY ROAD 627
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Responding Officers: RUDISILL F
Disposition: CNO

Time Arrived: 19:09:35 Time Completed: 19:41:06

ON Thursday 4/5/18 AT APPROX 1842 HRS THE NACOGDOCHES COUNTY SHERIFF OFFICE WAS DISPATCHED TO THE 800 BLOCK OF COUNTY ROAD 627 IN REFERENCE TO A HARASSMENT. UPON ARRIVAL THE COMPLAINANT STATED HIS NEIGHBOR HAD YELLED AT THE COMPLAINANT FOR MOVING HIS TRASH CAN. AT THIS TIME NO CRIMINAL ACTION TO BE TAKEN. EOR

S18002692 INTOXICATED PERSON

Call Received By: MENDOZA K
Incident Address: 890 COUNTY ROAD 627
NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Responding Officers: RUDISILL F
Disposition: CAA
ON Thursday 4/5/18 AT APPROX 1942 HRS WHILE DEALING WITH ANOTHER INCIDENT AT THE INTERSECTION OF COUNTY ROAD 627 AND FARM TO MARKET ROAD 2782 CONTACT WAS MADE WITH A SUBJECT THAT WAS FOUND TO BE INTOXICATED IN PUBLIC. AN ARREST WAS MADE. EOR

S18002693 ASSAULT

Call Received By: MENDOZA K
Incident Address: 2306 DOUGLASS RD; NCSO NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Responding Officers: WRIGHT R, RUDISILL F
Disposition: CAA


ON 4-5-18 AT APPROXIMATELY 1955 HRS, THIS DEPUTY WAS NOTIFIED OF AN ASSAULT THAT OCCURRED IN THE NACOGDOCHES COUNTY JAIL. UPON ARRIVAL, THIS DEPUTY LEARNED THAT THREE JAILERS WERE ASSAULTed BY AN INMATE. SEE REPORT FOR DETAILS. EOR

S18002694 CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE PROBLEM

Call Received By: MENDOZA K
Incident Address: 12790 S FM 225; LNAC WEST PARK NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Responding Officers: WRIGHT R, BALL W
Disposition: CAA

Unit: 530 Time Reported: 23:45:57 Time Dispatched: 23:45:57 Time Completed: 00:09:45

DESCRIPTION OF OFFENSE:


S18002695 LOOSE LIVESTOCK

Call Received By: MENDOZA K
Incident Address: 7900 COUNTY ROAD 302 NACOGDOCHES TX 75961
Responding Officers: REYNA M
Disposition: CNO

Unit: 527 Time Reported: 00:01:17 Time Dispatched: 00:42:48 Time Completed: 00:09:25
00:12:01 04/06/2018 - REYNA M

On 04/06/18, NCSO Deputies observed multiple head of cattle on the road way at the 7900 BLK of CR 302. The cows were penned up by Deputies. EOR
S18002696 WARRANT SERVICE

Call Received By: MENDOZA K
Incident Address: 2306 DOUGLASS RD; NCSO NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Responding Officers: BALL W
Disposition: CAA

Unit: 522
Time Reported: 00:45:01
Time Dispatched: 01:26:14
Time Arrived: 00:45:05
Time Completed: 01:26:14

DESCRIPTION OF OFFENSE:

DEPUTIES SERVED WARRANTS ON A SUBJECT THAT WAS ALREADY INCARCERATED AT THE NLEC.

S18002697 WARRANT SERVICE

Call Received By: MENDOZA K
Incident Address: 109 TALITO RD NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Responding Officers: WRIGHT R, REYNA M
Disposition: CAA

Unit: 527
Time Reported: 03:28:00
Time Dispatched: 03:33:29
Time Arrived: 03:52:39
Time Completed: 03:52:43

Unit: 530
Time Reported: 03:28:00
Time Dispatched: 04:17:55
Time Arrived: 04:18:07
Time Completed: 04:18:07

WARRANT SERVICE REPORT

ON 4-6-18, AT APPROXIMATELY 0345 HOURS, DEPUTY R.WRIGHT #530 SERVED WARRANT #N000013821 AND N000013822 ON SUBJECT AT 109 TALITO RD. SUBJECT WAS RELEASED TO THE NACOGDOCHES COUNTY JAIL STAFF WITHOUT INCIDENT. EOR

S18002698 ALARM

Call Received By: WEATHERLY J K
Incident Address: 756 COUNTY ROAD 711 NACOGDOCHES TX 75964
Responding Officers: JIMMERSON B, BARRETT P
Disposition: CNO

Unit: 523
Time Reported: 05:52:57
Time Dispatched: 05:55:25
Time Arrived: 05:55:45
Time Completed: 06:19:55

Unit: 528
Time Reported: 05:52:57
Time Dispatched: 05:55:25
Time Arrived: 06:15:31

Report Includes:
All reported dates between "06:00:00 04/05/18" and "06:00:00 04/06/18", All natures, All responsible officers, All received by officers, All dispositions, All locations, All cities, All agencies less than "NPD", All responding officers
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